to the stimulus relationships that underlie Pavlovian con- Thompson, 1973 ) are sensitive to environmental reditioning. We studied this phenomenon in Sprague-Dawlationships. Spinal learning is observed in a variety ley rats by pairing a vibrotactile conditioned stimulus (CS) of species (Durkovic, 1975; Grau et al., 1990 ; Ince, with a tailshock unconditioned stimulus (US). Experiment Brucker, & Alba, 1978; Shurrager & Culler, 1940) 1 showed that spinal rats exhibit differential conditioning, and exhibits many of the basic characteristics identihaving longer tail-flick latencies on the tail-flick test durfied by Pavlov [e.g., extinction, differential conditioning a CS that was paired with the US (conditioned antinocing, overshadowing (Beggs et al., 1985; Grau et al., iception stimu-1991) , spinal learning may provide an attractive lus, or CS) is paired with a biologically meaningful model paradigm. Second, the study of spinal learnevent (the unconditioned stimulus, or US). As a reing should help to elucidate the relationship between sult of this experience, the paired CS (the CS / ) elicits learning and neural complexity. Presumably, the a response not observed to a CS presented in an forebrain enriches basic learning mechanisms in explicitly unpaired fashion (the CS 0 ). Pavlov besome important ways. A comparison of the rules that lieved that this learning depended on the cerebral govern learning at different levels of the nervous cortex (Pavlov, 1927 
